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Abstract

Facility Location Problem

Previous Work

In this paper we study the uncapacitated facility location problem
in the model of differential privacy (DP) with uniform facility
cost. Specifically, we first show that, under the hierarchically
well-separated tree (HST) metrics and the super-set output
setting that was introduced in Gupta et. al., there is an -DP
1
algorithm that achieves an O(  ) (expected multiplicative) aplog n
proximation ratio; this implies an O(  ) approximation ratio for
the general metric case, where n is the size of the input metric.
These bounds improve the best-known results given by Gupta
et. al. In particular, our approximation ratio for HST-metrics is
independent of n, and the ratio for general metrics is independent
of the aspect ratio of the input metric.

The input to the Uniform Facility Location (Uniform-FL) problem
~ ), where (V, d) is a n-point discrete metric,
is a tuple (V, d, f, N
V
~
f ∈≥0 is the facility cost, and N = (Nv )v∈V ∈≥0 gives the number
of clients in each location v ∈ V . The goal of the problem is
to find a set of facility locations S ⊆ V which minimize the
following, where d(v, S) = mins∈S d(v, s),
X
~ ) := |S| · f +
min d(S; N
Nv d(v, S).
(1)

Gupta et. al. showed that, under the following setting, an
log2 n log2 ∆
O(
) approximation ratio under the -DP model is pos
sible, where ∆ = maxu,v∈V d(u, v) is the diameter of the input
metric.
They also showed that any 1-DP algorithm for UFL under general
metric that outputs the set of open √
facilities must have a (multiplicative) approximation ratio of Ω( n) which negatively shows
that UFL in DP model is useless. Thus one needs to consider
some relaxed settings in order to address the issue.

On the negative side, we show that the approximation ratio of
1
√
any -DP algorithm is lower bounded by Ω(  ), even for instances
on HST metrics with uniform facility cost, under the super-set
output setting. The lower bound shows that the dependence of
the approximation ratio for HST metrics on  can not be removed
or greatly improved. Our novel methods and techniques for both
the upper and lower bound may find additional applications.

S⊆V

v∈V

The first term of (1) is called the facility cost and the second
term is called the connection cost.

Our Results
Differential Privacy
A randomized algorithm A is -differentially private (DP) if for
any client i ∈ [N ], any two possible data entries vi, vi0 ∈ V , any
N −1
dataset D−i ∈ V
and for all events T ⊆ S in the output space

0
of A, we have Pr[A(vi, D−i) ∈ T ] ≤ e Pr[A(vi, D−i) ∈ T ]

Main Theorem
~ ) where |V | = n and  > 0,
Given any UFL tuple (V, d, f, N
there is an efficient -DP algorithm A in the super-set output
log n
setting achieving an approximation ratio of O(  ).

We show that under the so called Hierarchical-Well-Separated1
Tree (HST) metrics, there is an algorithm that achieves O(  )
approximation ratio. Using the classic FRT tree embedding techlog n
nique of [?], we can achieve O(  ) approximation ratio for
any metrics, under the -DP model and the super-set output
setting. These factors respectively improve upon a factor of
2
O(log n log ∆) in Gupta et. al. for HST and general metrics.
Thus, for HST-metrics, our approximation only depends on .
For general metrics, our result removed the poly-logarithmic dependence on ∆.
On the negative side, we show that the approximation ratio un1
√
der -DP model is lower bounded by Ω(  ) even if the metric
is a star (which is a special case of a HST). This shows that
the dependence on  is unavoidable and can not been improved
greatly.

